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SUMMARY 

This Plan describes what will be done to avoid damaging the land, air, water, wildlife and archaeological 
sites within the South Gordon Lake Project, located in the Homiìtì area, north of Yellowknife, NT.  
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GLOSSARY & ACRONYMS 

Term Meaning 

Aurora 
Aurora Geosciences Ltd., the exploration program manager acting on 
behalf of the proponent 

Centre for Habitation 
Core use area of the Bathurst caribou herd, currently used by the 
majority of the herd 

DFO Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

Early Warning Zone 
An area centred around project activities, established based on caribou 
movement rates, directionality of travel and season, used to alert land 
users of the need for enhanced awareness and monitoring 

ENR Environment and Natural Resources 

GNWT Government of Northwest Territories 

Golden Pursuit Golden Pursuit Resources Ltd., the applicant, the proponent 

Mitigation measure An action taken to prevent or minimize a negative impact  

MVLWB Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 

NT Northwest Territories 

PDAC Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada 

Project South Gordon Lake Gold Exploration Project and all of its components 

Restricted Access Sites 
Important features identified on the land, such as an active nest or an 
archaeological site, which is surrounded by protective buffer and where 
workers are not allowed to go 

Zone of Influence 
An area centred around project activities where the behaviour and 
relative abundance of caribou may change in response to the site’s 
activities 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the South Gordon Lake Project (the Project) is to conduct exploration-related activities 
to re-evaluate previously identified historic gold targets with new technology and a different 
perspective, and to find new gold targets in the area. Golden Pursuit Resources Ltd. (Golden Pursuit) of 
Vancouver, B.C. owns the Project, which is located in Homiìtì, over the south half of Gordon Lake in the 
Northwest Territories (NT) as illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
Golden Pursuit commits to implementing best practices and adopts the Prospectors and Developers 
Association of Canada’s (PDAC) E3 Plus Principles for Responsible Exploration. These principles are:  
 

1. Adopt Responsible Governance and Management; 
2. Apply Ethical Business Practices; 
3. Respect Human Rights; 
4. Commit to Project Due Diligence and Risk Assessment; 
5. Engage Host Communities and Other Affected and Interested Parties; 
6. Contribute to Community Development and Social Wellbeing; 
7. Protect the Environment; and 
8. Safeguard the Health and Safety of Workers and the Local Population (PDAC 2014). 

 
This Wildlife, Archaeology and Environmental Protection Plan (the Plan) describes how project activities 
may interact with archaeological sites, wildlife and other environmental resources and how any impacts 
are mitigated. This Plan should be read in conjunction with the documents listed in Table 1, which may 
be updated from time to time. 

1.1 SCOPE 

This Plan applies to consideration of and interaction with environmental resources and archaeological 
sites during all project activities including camp construction and operation, drilling, fuel caching, winter 
trail construction, operation, maintenance and closure. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

Golden Pursuit staff and contractors endeavor to protect environmental resources and archaeological 
sites in all aspects of their work. Accordingly, the objectives of this plan are to: 
 

• Ensure employees and contractors are aware of their responsibilities regarding environmental 
and archaeological site protection; 

• Outline appropriate mitigation measures for resource protection including  
o Avoiding or minimizing any Project-related effects on wildlife species and their habitat; 

and 
o Minimizing wildlife and Project personnel interactions. 

1.3 SITE DESCRIPTION 

The Project is 80 km north-northeast of Yellowknife, NT, and at approximately 340 m above sea level, 
with local relief varying between 20-50 m (AGL 2021). The main camp is located at 62.955284o latitude -
113.335231o longitude. The Project area straddles the boundary between the Coppermine River Upland 
and the Tazin Lake Upland ecoregions of the Taiga Shield ecozone (ECCC 2021a, b), occurs within the 

https://www.pdac.ca/docs/default-source/priorities/responsible-exploration/e3-plus---principles/adopt-responsible-governance-and-management.pdf?sfvrsn=57623cb9_6
https://www.pdac.ca/docs/default-source/priorities/responsible-exploration/e3-plus---principles/apply-ethical-business-practices.pdf?sfvrsn=96831c8d_6
https://www.pdac.ca/docs/default-source/priorities/responsible-exploration/e3-plus---principles/respect-human-rights-operational-procedures-for-exploration.pdf?sfvrsn=c66237f0_6
https://www.pdac.ca/docs/default-source/priorities/responsible-exploration/e3-plus---principles/commit-to-project-due-diligence.pdf?sfvrsn=b4f8473e_6
https://www.pdac.ca/docs/default-source/priorities/responsible-exploration/e3-plus---principles/engage-host-communities-and-other-affected-and-interested-parties.pdf?sfvrsn=1567bf92_6
https://www.pdac.ca/docs/default-source/priorities/responsible-exploration/e3-plus---principles/contribute-to-community-development-and-wellbeing.pdf?sfvrsn=9dae1c42_6
https://www.pdac.ca/docs/default-source/priorities/responsible-exploration/e3-plus---principles/protect-the-environment.pdf?sfvrsn=b0c67e44_6
https://www.pdac.ca/docs/default-source/priorities/responsible-exploration/e3-plus---principles/safeguard-the-health-and-safety-of-workers-and-the-local-population.pdf?sfvrsn=fff1c941_6
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Bathurst Caribou Range Planning Area (GNWT 2019) and is within the south-central Slave Geological 
Province in the north-northwestern portion of the Canadian Shield (AGL 2021).  
 
Typical mammals inhabiting the ecozone include caribou, mice, voles, shrews, weasels, canids, grizzly 
bear and arctic fox. Common fish species include lake trout, lake whitefish, Arctic grayling, burbot, and 
northern pike. Vegetation is influenced by cool temperatures, a short growing season, frequent forest 
fires, and thin, acidic soils covering permafrost. Open stunted forests are mixed with bogs and other 
wetlands and bare rock outcrops. Common plant species include black spruce, jack pine, paper birch, 
trembling aspen, lichens and shrubs (ECCC 2021c).  
 

Table 1. Related project documents and authorizations. 

Document Authors 

Standard Outline for Management Plans (2021) Land and Water Boards of the Mackenzie 
Valley 

Bathurst Caribou Range Plan (2019) Government of Northwest Territories 

Guidelines for the use of explosives in or near 
Canadian fisheries waters (1998) 

Wright and Hopky 

Guidelines for Developers For the Protection of 
Archaeological Sites in the Northwest Territories 

Government of Northwest Territories 

Canada Wide Standards for Dioxins and Furans and 
Mercury (2001) 

Canadian Council for Ministers of the 
Environment 

Archaeological Sites Act (2014) Government of Northwest Territories 

Northwest Territories Archaeological Sites Regulations 
(2001) 

Government of Northwest Territories 

Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act (1998) Government of Canada  

Mackenzie Valley Federal Waters Areas Regulations 
(1993) 

Government of Canada  

Mackenzie Valley Land Use Regulations (1998) Government of Canada 

Waters Regulations Government of Northwest Territories 

Environmental Protection Act (1988) Government of Northwest Territories 

Waters Act (2015) Government of Northwest Territories 

Wildlife Act (2013)  Government of Northwest Territories 

Fisheries Act (1985) Government of Canada 

Species at Risk Act (2002) Government of Canada 

Migratory Birds Convention Act (1994) Government of Canada 

Canada Wildlife Act (1985) Government of Canada 

Spill Response Plan Golden Pursuit Resources Ltd.  

Waste Management Plan Golden Pursuit Resources Ltd. 

Engagement Plan Golden Pursuit Resources Ltd. 

Closure and Reclamation Plan Golden Pursuit Resources Ltd. 

Water Licence(s) Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 

Land Use Permit(s) Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 
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1.4 PLAN MANAGEMENT  

The Plan is reviewed annually by the Project Manager and updated in response to the following: 
 

• Program scope changes to include new activities; 

• A new or amended authorizations is issued; 

• Changes in conditions that could be biologically meaningful have been observed, such as caribou 
calving within the Project area; 

• Results of ongoing engagements indicate a Plan revision is necessary. 
 

When material changes occur, the updated document is provided to parties in accordance with the 
Engagement Plan. needed and following  

1.5 PLAN IMPLEMENTATION 

This Plan is effective upon approval and is valid throughout all phases of the Project. 
 
The Project Manager or designate is responsible for Plan implementation. 
 
A copy of this Plan is maintained on site in the office, in the local project office in Yellowknife, and in the 
head office in Vancouver. 

2 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Golden Pursuit is responsible for activities associated with its exploration program in the South Gordon 
Lake area, including implementation and management of this Plan. Golden Pursuit’s contact information 
is: 
 

Golden Pursuit Resources Ltd.  
652 Millbank 
Vancouver, BC 
V5Z 4B7 
Phone: 604-730-6982 
Contact: Brian McClay 
Email: bmcclay@aol.com 
 

Aurora Geosciences Ltd. (Aurora) is Golden Pursuit’s exploration program manager. In some 
instances, Golden Pursuit may delegate its authority for program components to Aurora. 
Aurora’s contact information is: 
 

Aurora Geosciences Ltd.  
3506 McDonald Drive 
Yellowknife, NT 
X1A 2H1 
Phone: 867-920-2729 
Contact: Gary Vivian 
Email: gary.vivian@aurorageosciences.com  

mailto:bmcclay@aol.com
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Figure 1. South Gordon Lake Project location map.   
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2.1 STAFF, CONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS AND VISITORS 

All personnel conducting activities on site, including staff, contractors, suppliers and visitors, are 
required to implement this Plan as it pertains to their activities on site. Specifically, these responsibilities 
include: 
 

• Completing site orientation including wildlife awareness training; 

• Taking all necessary steps to minimize negative effects to water, land and air; 

• Cooperating fully with your supervisor and/or Golden Pursuit management to implement an 
environmental protection program in your work area; 

• Only carrying out duties and tasks that you are experienced at and trained to perform; 

• Where there is uncertainty, asking questions and bringing concerns to the attention of your 
supervisor when working with products or conducting tasks that may pose potential 
environmental risks; 

• Maintaining confidential the location of found archaeological sites; 

• Ensuring found archaeological sites remain undisturbed; 

• Reporting wildlife observations and interactions, archaeological finds, spills and emergency 
situations to the Camp Manager; 

• Where possible, try to stay out of sight of wildlife or redirect travel away from wildlife where 
possible; 

• If caribou cows and calves, muskoxen groups or other wildlife aggregations are observed 
foraging or migrating within a work area as crews approach, avoid the work area until the 
animals have moved on; 

• Avoid deliberate destruction or disruption of bird nests, eggs, wildlife dens, burrows, and other 
sensitive habitat features; 

• Record all wildlife sightings in the Wildlife Incidental Observation Log (Appendix B); 

• Remove any wildlife attractants such as garbage. 

2.2 MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS 

Managers and supervisors have a responsibility to ensure that staff, contractors, consultants and visitors 
have been trained in Golden Pursuit environmental and archaeology protection expectations and 
procedures. Additional supervisor and manager responsibilities include: 
 

• Conducting wildlife awareness training; 

• Ensuring that all personnel adhere to recommended mitigation measures;  

• Ensuring all personnel adhere to all buffer zones around Restricted Access Sites; 

• Maintaining a no blame work environment in implementing mitigation measures and follow-up 
actions; 

• Ensuring site-, task- and material-specific training is provided to all departments and staff; 

• Ensuring there are appropriate and sufficient supplies on site to support implementing 
mitigation measures and follow-up actions; 

• Providing assistance in responding to environmental hazards; 

• Engaging the project archaeologist, and the Territorial Archaeologist in accordance with this 
Plan;  

• Maintaining records regarding inspections, personnel training, equipment testing and 
maintenance; and 

• Engaging with relevant parties in a timely and transparent manner, where appropriate. 
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2.3 WILDLIFE MONITOR 

Designated personnel trained and qualified as Wildlife Monitors are responsible for: 
 

• Carrying and keeping safe registered firearms, used for worker safety only; 

• Documenting and reporting all firearms discharges to the Camp Manager; 

• Confirming wildlife sensitive areas (dens, nests etc.) and establishing appropriate Restricted 
Access Sites; 

• Responding to wildlife sightings and implementing recommended mitigation measures; 

• Responding to wildlife interactions and conducting related internal and external wildlife incident 
reporting; and 

• Managing wildlife documentation; 

• Monitoring public use of trails within the Project area; and 

• Carrying out site surveillance monitoring and confirming presence/absence of caribou and other 
wildlife of special concern within the vicinity of Project activities. 

2.4 PILOTS 

All pilots (helicopter and fixed-wing) are responsible for: 
 

• Avoiding touchdown in areas where wildlife are present except in emergency situations; 

• Avoiding raptor nests; and 

• Enforcing any authorized flying limits at all times except in emergency circumstances and during 
take-off and landing. 

3 PHYSICAL RESOURCES 

Potential effects and protection measures pertaining to the physical environment are outlined below. 

3.1 AIR QUALITY 
Air quality can be affected through emissions from incineration, open burning and equipment operation. 
Negative effects to air quality arising from project activities can be mitigated by: 
 

• Incinerating camp wastes in compliance with the Canada Wide Standards for Dioxins and Furans 
and Mercury (CCME 2001); 

• Open burning only clean wood and paper products that are too large to be incinerated; 

• Avoiding incineration of waste oil/grease; 

• Conducting routine preventative maintenance on generators and engines. 
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3.2 GROUND STABILITY 
Ground stability can be affected through excavating, rutting or otherwise disrupting the ground and 
permafrost. Negative effects to ground stability arising from project activities can be mitigated by: 
 

• Constructing the camp on a durable surface; 

• Moving equipment overland only when conditions are such that rutting or gouging will not 
occur; 

• Avoiding activities such as excavations that may result in permafrost degradation; 

• Managing drill sites and sumps in accordance with the Closure and Reclamation Plan. 

3.3 HYDROLOGY 
Hydrology can be affected through unapproved water use that may occur in relation to camp operation 
or drilling, as well as impeding stream flow, particularly at freshet. Hydrologic effects are mitigated 
through compliant water use, water reuse during drilling and removing or V-notching any ice bridges on 
winter road or trail portages prior to freshet. 

3.4 NOISE 
Ambient noise levels can be affected by operation of Project equipment such as generators, helicopters 
heavy equipment and snow machines. Negative effects to noise levels can be mitigated by: 
 

• Conducting routine preventative maintenance on generators and engines; 

• Ensuring mufflers are in use, as required by manufacturers; and 

• Using quieter alternative equipment where possible.  

3.5 SEDIMENT AND SOIL QUALITY 
Sediment and soil quality can be affected by poor drilling practices and spills. Negative effects to soil and 
sediment quality can be mitigated by: 
 

• Employing best drilling practices; 

• Managing drill sites in accordance with the Closure and Reclamation Plan; 

• Storing drilling related materials in accordance with the Spill Response Plan; 

• Using only inert drilling fluids during on ice drilling. 
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3.6 WATER QUALITY 
Water quality can be affected by unplanned or non-compliant discharges to the aquatic environment. 
Negative effects to water quality can be mitigated by: 
 

• Employing best drilling practices; 

• Managing drill sites in accordance with the Closure and Reclamation Plan; 

• Using only inert drilling fluids during on ice drilling; 

• Adhering to the Spill Response Plan where required; 

• Implementing erosion control where necessary, to prevent sediment from entering any 
waterbody; 

• Depositing inert drill water in a suitable sized upland sump, >100 m above the high water mark 
of any watercourse; and 

• Discharging grey water and core saw effluents in a suitable sized upland sump, >100 m above 
the high water mark of any watercourse or otherwise in accordance with water licence terms 
and conditions. 

4 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

Potential effects and protection measures pertaining to the biological environment are outlined below. 

4.1 WILDLIFE 
Exploration activities may affect wildlife and their habitat in a variety of ways including: 
 

• Habituation and attraction to personnel, activities and/or the camp;  

• Indirect habitat loss; 
o Avoidance or reduced use of areas near a disturbance. 
o Increased energy expenditure due to a response to sensory disturbance. 

• Direct habitat loss through land clearing or disturbance; 

• Disruption of movement 
o Delayed crossing or avoidance of Project exploration area. 

• Mortality 
o Direct, through collision with vehicle; 
o Indirect, through increased hunter knowledge of caribou in the area that may arise 

through informal and social communications. 
 

Mitigation measures presented below are designed to be practicable, effective, relative to the Project 
scope and responsive to wildlife use of the habitat in the Project area. 

4.1.1 General Measures 

Various wildlife occur in the Project area year round. Effects can be mitigated by all workers by: 
 

• Ensuring wildlife are given the right of way at all times.  

• Avoiding harassment or feeding of any wildlife for any purposes, including photographing from 
the ground or air. 

• Prohibiting all project personnel from hunting while on site.  
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4.1.2 Project Design 

Mitigation through Project design involves consideration of potential effects prior to commencing 
Project activities and factoring mitigation measures in to how the Project is built and how activities are 
be undertaken. Mitigation of wildlife effects by project design includes: 
 

• Selecting camp location to avoid known sensitive habitats or wildlife habitat features (e.g. 
wildlife trails, den sites, raptor nests, etc.); 

• Designing the camp layout in a manner that avoids wildlife entrapment and attraction; 

• Minimizing the camp footprint; 

• Planning for camp construction to occur outside times that are sensitive for wildlife (e.g. spring 
calving, nesting); 

• Minimizing the footprint of drill pads by utilizing a small drill where possible, maintaining a 
consolidated work area, and drilling multiple holes from one set-up; 

• Choosing drill pad locations in a manner that considers known sensitive wildlife areas and 
maximizes the drilling to occur from each pad, thus reducing the number of drill set-ups; 

• Utilizing air access only in summer, avoiding the establishment of new roads and trails; 

• Locating sumps, fuel caches, the camp and equipment >100 m from the high water mark of any 
waterbody, unless otherwise approved, to avoid effects to aquatic life and habitat; and 

• Avoid any contact with wildlife including approaching, harassing, disturbing and feeding wildlife. 

4.1.3 Waste Management 

Proper waste management minimizes wildlife attraction to work areas. The following waste 
management measures, as documented in the Waste Management Plan, are employed: 
 

• Garbage, including all food wastes, is stored in covered, metal containers; 

• Food waste and sewage is either incinerated daily or securely stored for backhaul; 

• Wastes and materials are stored in accordance with the Spill Response Plan;  

• Open top vessels containing waste products are not left unattended; 

• If aggressive wildlife become an issue at camp, an electric fence may be installed around camp 
and /or waste management facilities or fuel storage areas; 

• Grey water sumps are periodically dosed with bleach or lye to reduce odours and attractants. 

4.1.4 Nesting, Denning and Calving 

Nesting, denning, calving and river crossings are vulnerable life stages sensitive to disturbance, 
protected by legislation in many instances, and may occur in the Project area from late winter through 
to early summer, depending on habitat and wildlife. If active nesting, denning or calving is observed: 
 

• Cease activities in the vicinity immediately to avoid disturbance; 

• Establish a buffer around the site by flagging or other means, document and designate as a 
Restricted Access Area, as listed in Table 2; 

• Ensure the Restricted Access Area is maintained until the nest or den is no longer in use, or 
cows and calves have moved on.  
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Table 2. Buffers around valued wildlife habitat components.  

Species Habitat Component Buffer Distance 

Peregrine Falcon 
Short-Eared Owl 

Nest 1.5 km 

Wolf Den 800 m 

Wolverine Den 800 m 

Grizzly Bear Den 1 km 

Caribou Crossing 5 km 

4.1.5 Grizzly Bear 

Should a grizzly bear be in the vicinity of the camp or a drill, all personnel remain in the camp or drill 
shack to the greatest extent possible until the grizzly bear has moved a safe distance away. 
 
Should crews conducting land-based surveys on foot encounter a grizzly bear at a safe distance they 
divert their course to stay away from the bear. In the event that a human-bear encounter is imminent, a 
helicopter may be used to assist in deterring bears from entering the camp if necessary, and from the 
immediate vicinity of field crews. A helicopter may subsequently evacuate field personnel from potential 
bear encounter situations.  

4.1.6 Caribou 

Given the social and ecological importance of caribou to the economy and residents of the Territories, 
and the specific consideration afforded caribou, it is important to consider caribou-specific Project 
interactions and understand the relative risk posed by the Project to caribou. 
 
Caribou and their associated habitats can be affected by various factors associated with construction, 
operation and closure activities, including removal of habitat, disturbance from vehicles and equipment, 
and camp activities.  
 
The Project is situated in Area 4 of the Bathurst Caribou Range Planning area (GNWT 2019). Despite 
being located outside the current centre for habitation of Bathurst caribou herd, specific measures 
undertaken by Golden Pursuit to mitigate its impact on caribou are based on the input and feedback 
between Aurora and the GNWT Department of Environment and Natural Resources. In summary, these 
include: 
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• Utilizing triggers for monitoring and mitigation through establishment of: 
o Early Warning Zone, an area centered on project activities, with a radius of 15-45 km 

(see Table 3) depending on the season. 
o Zone of Influence, an area centered on project activities, with a radius of 5 km. 

• Monitoring for caribou  
o Within the Early Warning Zone by incidental observations and caribou collar locations 

obtained from the GNWT under a data sharing agreement; 
▪ Observations in the Early Warning Zone trigger preparation for mitigation 

measures should the animals move closer to project activities, or the number of 
caribou observed within the inner half of this zone increase. 

o Within the Zone of Influence, should incidental observations and caribou collar 
locations indicate caribou present exceed those listed in Table 4, mitigation measures 
are initiated.  

• Tiered mitigation measures to minimize or avoid sensory disturbance 
o Basic, applied throughout all stages of project activities: 

▪ Provide employee education and caribou awareness training; 
▪ Avoid direct movement of equipment and people toward caribou; 
▪ Avoid approaching caribou or stopping within sight of caribou when operating 

vehicles including all-terrain vehicles and snow machines; and 
▪ Maintain at least 610 m above ground level and avoid areas of known caribou 

concentrations when possible (subject to pilot discretion regarding aircraft and 
human safety) when flying over calving and post-calving range and near 
identified caribou water crossings when sites are active, and otherwise 
maintaining an altitude of 300 m above ground level. 

o Additional, based on caribou movement into the Zone of Influence 
▪ Limit aerial support to required movements only. 
▪ Delay or alter aerial or drill programs and minimize ground activity, where 

practical, to avoid initiating or continuing work in areas with caribou or 
helicopter travel over areas with caribou 

▪ Where delays are not feasible or practical engage with ENR to develop a 
project-specific plan. 

 
Table 3. Early Warning Zone: distance from project site per season. 

Season Dates 
Distance from 

Project Site (km) 

Spring migration  20 Apr – 1 Jun 35 

Calving  2-16 Jun 25 

Post-calving  17-28 Jun 35 

Summer  29 Jun – 6 Sep  45 

Fall 7 Sep – 30 Nov 30 

Winter  1 Dec – 19 Apr 15 
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Table 4. Zone of Influence: caribou numbers, by season, indicating a need for mitigation. 

Season 

Thresholds for Mitigations 

Low Risk Moderate Risk 

Collars Caribou Collars Caribou 

Spring migration 4 ≥400 2 ≥200 

Calving 2 ≥100 2 ≥50 

Post-calving 2 ≥200 2 ≥100 

Summer 4 ≥400 2 ≥200 

Fall 4 ≥200 2 ≥100 

Winter 6 ≥600 4 ≥400 

4.2 FISH 
Fish and fish habitat are protected by law. Work in and around water can affect fish and fish habitat 
directly and indirectly: 
 

• Changes in water quality and hydrology can impact the ability for fish to forage, rear, spawn 
and migrate; 

• Physical disturbance to watercourses below the high water mark can physically alter fish 
habitat; 

• Upland activities such as land disturbance and vegetation clearing can result in sediment 
deposition into water courses, impacting fish health and habitat; 

• Blasting and vibrations can cause direct mortality to fish and fish eggs; 

• Winter water withdrawal from shallow fish-bearing watercourses can reduce oxygenated water 
availability and result in fish mortality.  
 

Accordingly, the following mitigation measures are implemented to protect fish and fish habitat 
throughout the project: 
 

• No waste is allowed to enter any water body at any time; 

• Water intakes are screened in accordance with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) 
Interim Code of Practice (2020); 

• Equipment operating on ice or near water is free of leaks, grease, oil and mud;  

• Equipment maintenance and refueling occurs >100 m beyond the high water mark of any 
watercourse; 

• Vegetation clearing adjacent to watercourses is avoided to the greatest extent possible; 

• On-ice drilling utilizes inert drilling muds and a cuttings capture system to avoid cuttings release 
into the water column; and 

• Blasting in relation to trenching is undertaken in accordance with DFO Guidelines (Wright and 
Hopky 1988). 

4.3 VEGETATION 
Vegetation can be affected by on land activities such a site access, camp operation and drill movement. 
Negative effects to vegetation can be mitigated by: 
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• Employing best drilling practices including 
o Establishing drill sites on durable surfaces; 
o Minimizing salt use during diamond drilling where possible; 
o Minimizing drill water discharge to land to the greatest extent possible during diamond 

drilling; 
o Depositing inert drill water in a suitable sized upland sump; 
o Managing drill sites in accordance with the Closure and Reclamation Plan. 

• Constructing the temporary camp on a durable surface; 

• Moving equipment overland only when conditions are such that rutting or gouging will not 
occur; and 

• Adhering to the Spill Response Plan where required. 

5 HERITAGE RESOURCES 

Heritage resources such as archaeological sites are protected by law and can be affected by on land 
activities such a site access, camp operation, prospecting and drill movement. Potential negative effects 
to archaeological sites can be mitigated by: 
 

• Conducting an archaeological assessment prior to program commencement; 

• Minimizing land disturbance outside of camp footprint and drill sites; 

• Avoiding construction of new stone features; 

• Where possible, avoiding interaction with and disturbance of known or suspected 
archaeological sites, including rocks that may appear to be in some formation; 

• Where not possible to avoid interaction with known archaeological sites, proceed with direction 
from the Territorial Archaeologist; 

• If a suspected archaeological site or human remains (structures, artifacts or bones) are 
encountered during the Program: 

o Immediately stopping work in the vicinity and notifying the Camp Manager who will 
notify the Territorial Archaeologist (867-873-7688); 

o Establish a Restricted Access Area around all known or suspected archaeological sites, 
unless otherwise approved;  

o Leave the site undisturbed; 
o Document the occurrence including: 

▪ Taking several representative photos of the site with an appropriate scale 
marker. 

▪ Describe the nature and extent of the site and any artifacts noted. 
▪ Note the site coordinates and datum used. 
▪ Mark the location of the site on a 1:50,000 scale topographic base map. 
▪ Record the date of discovery. 

o Keep confidential the location of known and found archaeological sites. 
 
Any activities undertaken on site in relation to archaeological surveys, finds or mitigations are done so 
by or under the direction of the project archaeologist.  
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6 TRAINING 

The purpose of personnel training and awareness is to demonstrate that it is each person’s 
responsibility to minimize Project effects on wildlife, archaeological sites and the environment in general 
and to ensure the safety of all personnel involved with the exploration Program. 
As a part of the Site Orientation, all personnel, including staff and contractors, are engaged in a 
discussion on local environmental and archaeological resources including: 
 

• Basic local wildlife ecology and possible Project-related effects on wildlife and wildlife habitat; 

• Operating protocols such as incidental observation reporting; 

• Awareness of known wildlife-sensitive areas such as breeding areas, den sites, nests and 
wildlife-sensitive periods; 

• Project protocols associated with dealing with aggressive or unusual wildlife behaviour around 
work areas or camp; 

• Wildlife attractant management; 

• Wildlife safety including bears and predators, detection and deterrence; 

• Wildlife incident reporting and response procedures;  

• Archaeological change find procedures; and 

• Compliance expectations and non-compliance disciplinary actions that may be enforced. 

7 MONITORING AND REPORTING 

Compliance reporting occurs in accordance with regulatory requirements and the Engagement Plan, 
with additional reporting detailed in subsequent sections. 
 
Routine documentation supporting protection of environmental and archaeological resources include: 
 

• Maintaining equipment preventative maintenance logs and required follow-up actions on site; 

• Documenting water use and waste disposal in accordance with the water licence; 

• Logging wildlife observations; 

• Maintaining a layer in the Project GIS system that identifies: 
o Watercourses suitable for, and those previously used for, water withdrawal; 
o Known archaeological sites surrounded by a buffer, the location of which is to be kept 

confidential, considered and avoided in future drill program planning; 
o Key habitat features such as dens and nests, the location of which is to be considered 

and avoided in future drill program planning; 
o Drill cuttings sumps. 

 
A copy of documents can be made available to an Inspector upon request.  
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In addition, monitoring and reporting programs are in place to further support mitigation and 
compliance. These programs include the following: 
 

• Public Trail Use Monitoring; 

• Wildlife Sightings Monitoring; 

• Site Surveillance Monitoring; and 

• Wildlife Incident Reporting.  
Details of these programs are described below. Work instructions and data sheets are provided in the 
appendices.  

7.1 PUBLIC TRAIL USE MONITORING 
While there are no all-season roads through the Project area there are many access trails within the 
claims boundaries which could be used by hunters and recreational snowmobile users. While Golden 
Pursuit cannot restrict the recreational use of trails within the claims boundaries, monitoring of trail use 
helps to inform an understanding of recreational and traditional land use in the area. Accordingly, when 
Golden Pursuit crews are using the winter trails incidentally or through routine weekly patrols of the 
Project area, any wildlife carcasses and scavengers encountered and public use of trails within the claims 
boundaries is documented by on a Trail User Survey Form (Appendix A).  
 
Disclosure of information by public users is optional and voluntary. Information collected is retained for 
internal use and to inform future environmental baseline studies. 

7.2 INCIDENTAL WILDLIFE SIGHTINGS MONITORING 
Documenting incidental wildlife sightings provide a simple means for all site workers to contribute to 
tracking wildlife activity at the Project, support an understanding of current wildlife use of the area and 
may support early detection of problem wildlife and areas of concern at the project. 
 
Wildlife sighting logs (Appendix B) are posted in camp for all workers to fill out. Completed logs are 
submitted to the Wildlife Monitor and reviewed weekly for evidence of problem wildlife or problem 
areas that may pose a risk to wildlife. Information collected is retained for internal use and to inform 
future environmental baseline studies. 

7.3 SITE SURVEILLANCE MONITORING 
Site surveillance monitoring involves a systematic inspection of Project areas to observe and document 
wildlife activity in the vicinity of the Project to determine the level of compliance with and the success of 
mitigation measures.  
 
Surveillance monitoring is undertaken by the Wildlife Monitor weekly when the camp is occupied and 
involves a tour of the Project area to record any wildlife and recent sign observed as well as dens or 
nests and status of any wildlife-related Restricted Access Areas. Project infrastructure is inspected for 
wildlife attractants for food or shelter. A survey for active nests in all project work areas is undertaken in 
the spring.  
 
Surveys are documented in a form and findings are used to inform compliance management and future 
environmental baseline studies. Detailed procedures and inspection form can be found in Appendix C. 
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7.4 WILDLIFE INCIDENT REPORTING 
Wildlife incidents refer to a range of possible occurrences at the project, including: 
 

• Human-wildlife interactions that present a risk to either people or animals; 

• Wildlife-caused damage to property or delay in operations; 

• Wildlife deterrent actions; and 

• Wildlife injury or mortality. 
All wildlife incidents are documented including: 
 

• Photographs (if possible); 

• Names of people involved; 

• Nature of the incident; 

• Supporting information such as the time, date, and location; 

• Response measures and corrective actions taken. 
 
The Wildlife Monitor is responsible for documenting wildlife incidents and, depending on the nature of 
the incident, reporting internally to the Camp Manager and Operations Manager, and externally to the 
Regional Wildlife Biologist (867-873-7181) for problem wildlife and nest disturbances. Incidents are 
documented on the form found in Appendix D.  
 
Additional reporting will be undertaken pursuant to authorizations and data sharing agreements.  
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APPENDIX A. PUBLIC TRAIL USE MONITORING FORM 
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Public Trail Use Survey Form 

Monitor's Name: 

 

Date:     Time: 

 

Description of Vehicle:   Place of Origin: 

 

Number of Snow machines: 

 

Number of people:   From which community? 

 

 

Purpose of Trip: 

 

 

Duration of Trip: 

 

 

What animals are being hunted? 

 

 

 

What animals have you seen (indicate groups and numbers and approximate location)? 

 

 

 

Have you harvested any animals on this trip? Please describe: 
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APPENDIX B. INCIDENTAL WILDLIFE SIGHTINGS MONITORING 

FORM 
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Wildlife Sighting/Encounter Report 

Species: 
 
 
 
Number Seen: 
(indicate whether exact number or estimate) 
 
 
 
Date and Time of Day: 
(Include PM or AM) 
 
 
 
Location: 
(Provide GPS coordinates and/or mark it on the map back side of this page) 
 
 
 
What was it doing when sighted/encountered? 
(any specifics are helpful: Healthy? Limping? Behavior? etc.) 
 
 
 
Other Comments/Interesting Markings: 
(Feeding on something, injured, etc.) 
 
 
 
Name of Observer and Contact Information: 
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Your name Date 
Time 

(24 hr) 
Location Description 

Coordinates  
(NAD 83) Type of Animal # 

Age / 
Sex  

Comments  
(behavior, response, etc.) 

Northing Easting 
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APPENDIX C SITE SURVEILLANCE MONITORING PROCEDURES AND 

FORM 
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Wildlife Surveillance Monitoring Procedures 

Objective 

To prevent wildlife incidents through systematically documenting wildlife activity at the property. 

Procedures 

Surveys of the project for wildlife and wildlife sign will be completed at least once per week.  Observers 

will travel to defined location, and record the following at each: 

● Time upon arrival at location / monitoring site 

● Location or monitoring site 

● Presence of wildlife or wildlife sign (Yes or No) 

● Species or sign observed 

● Number of individuals 

● Activity 

● Photo number (if photo taken) 

● Any relevant comments about the observation, or relevant information from people working at 

the location. 

Any reports of sign or observations of species from exploration staff working in the area shall be 

recorded on the data sheets in the additional comments section on the reverse side of the data sheet. 

Photos of sign and wildlife should be taken where possible to help in identification of species after 

completion of the survey. Record the photo number on the data sheet and download and file the photos 

by date.  

If no wildlife is observed, no sign seen and no reports of wildlife from staff, then an “N” should be 

recorded on the data sheet and in the database for that monitoring site / location.  

Locations for Systematic Monitoring 

The following areas / sites will be visited every day and logged once per week: 

● Accommodation buildings (entire perimeter) – including drill shack 

● Drill sites 

● Ice Airstrip and winter access trails 

● Summer access trails and potential small outlier camps for geophysics and line cutting 

Follow Up 

Any wildlife concerns that come to light during the survey should immediately be brought to the 

attention of the Project Manager so that appropriate action can be taken. Any wildlife incidents 

observed or reported during this survey should be reported in the Wildlife Incident Report Form (see 

separate form). Reporting forms and a summary of findings are to be included in the Wildlife Monitoring 

Program Annual report to inform the need for adaptive management at site.  
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Wildlife Surveillance Monitoring Form 

Golden Pursuit Resources Ltd -  South Gordon Lake Property 

Observer: ______________________________ Date (M/D/Y):_________________ Page ___ Of ____  

Wildlife Observed Or Wildlife Sign 

Time Location Wildlife 

Present

? (Y/N) 

Species or 

Sign 
Num

ber 
Activity Photo 

# 
Observations from 

people working at the 

location / Other 

Comments 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

Record Any Additional Comments on Reverse Page.  
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Wildlife Surveillance Monitoring Form (continued) 

Additional Comments or Notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Environmental Lead Approval/Project Manager 

(Signature):______________________________________Date:________________________ 
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APPENDIX D. WILDLIFE INCIDENT REPORTING 
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Golden Pursuit Resources Ltd - Wildlife Incident Form 

Date:   Time:    Individuals involved: 

Species:    Number, gender, age: 

 

Location (description):     

Location (UTM): 

Digital photo numbers: 

Describe the incident or accident that occurred. Was there a threat to wildlife or human safety? 

What was the situation that caused it?  

 

 

Describe any use of wildlife deterrents: 

 

 

Describe any wildlife mortality: 

 

Describe any communication with ENR: 

 

What immediate measures were taken to reduce risk or harm? 

 

 

What measures are recommended to prevent future occurrences? 

 

 

Report prepared by: 

Reviewed by Project Manager: 


